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Featured case

The wheel solution for flexible
automatic storage systems
Cost-efficient warehouse automation

The following applies to all warehouses: to compete, the
warehouse must run 24/7. This requires good, automatic
logistic systems that combine and balance space, personnel
costs, speed and reliability. 

For a successful 24/7 system, the wheels cannot be a
disturbing factor. The wheels must keep on turning and be
strong enough. Our client Logiqs offered us this great
challenge.

Would you like to read
more? 

Visit the web page of this case by
scanning the QR code with your

smartphone.
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Warehouse
Series V H7 bore with keyway
Drive wheels with thin and thick tread - Basic program

Polyurethane Guide-rollers with ballbearing

POM (Polyacetal) Guide-rollers with ballbearing

Vulkollan Guide-rollers with ballbearing

Series ER H7 bore with keyway
Drive wheels with elastic rubber

Series LA (Arbo) ball bearing
Wheels

Series LA (Arbo) ball bearing
Swivel castors M22 with plate fitting

Series LA (Arbo) ball bearing
Fixed castors M22 with plate fitting

Series R ball bearing
Steel core with cast polyurethane

Series R ball bearing
Polyamide 6 with injected polyurethane tread

Series R ball bearing
Solid nylon (polyamide 6)
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Legend
Several symbols are used in this brochure. The meaning of these symbols can be found here.

 Wheel diameter

 Tyre width

 Bore diameter

 Wheel centre diameter

 Bearing seat diameter

 Bearing seat depth

 Fixing length

 Hub width

 Hub diameter

 Load capacity 4 km/h

 Diameter x width

 Bearing seat

 Ball bearing size

 Bore hole H7
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Drive wheels with thin and thick tread - Basic program

Series V H7 bore with keyway

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Vulkollan® 92° Shore A drive wheels series V.
- Drive wheels with bore hole H7 tolerance and a keyway in
accordance with DIN 6885 JS9.
- Optional: Pre bore hole, flange connection to given dimensions,
locking bush, keyway P9, tightening bolt, grooves in the tread,
corrosion resistant treatment of the wheel centre, hydrolyse
resistant or electricity conducting treads.
- Temperature range: -40° C to +80° C, temporarily up to 120° C.

Characteristics series V
Basic program and therefore usually quickly available. This drive
wheel series has a closed rugged cast iron wheel centre and
firmly bonded cast Vulkollan® tread, hardness 92°±3° Shore A.
The bonding onto the grey lacquered wheel centre is perfect
and realised by chemical reaction. The Vulkollan drive wheels
with relative thin tread are characterised by high resilience and
grip, high load capacity and exellent rebound resilience (very
low permanent deformation over long endurance times). The
Vulkollan drive wheels with thick tread are characterised by
extra high resilience and shock absorption, even better grip,
high load capacity and excellent rebound resilience (low
permanent deformation over long endurance times). The wheel
centre is resistant to sideways- and peak loads.

Applications for Vulkollan Drive Wheels
For extreme driving-applications at intensive use, where
reasonably high requirements are made to rolling comfort and
low rolling resistance. Also when certain chemical substances,
greases or oils play a part.

® = registered trade mark Covestro AG, Germany.

H7 = bore hole with H7 tolerance

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

160 50 20 (Max. 50) 130 50 70 700 7106200GL

100 40 20 (Max. 35 84 45 55 360 7201120GL

125 35 20 (Max. 25) 102 44 43 380 7103120GL

125 40 20 (Max. 40) 105 45 57 440 7002200GL

125 50 20 (Max. 40) 105 50 57 550 7002201GL

150 35 15 (Max. 25) 122 44 43 450 7105150GL
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Art.Nr.

Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

150 40 20 (Max. 50) 130 40 67 530 7401201GL

150 50 20 (Max. 50) 130 50 67 700 7003200GL

200 50 20 (Max. 60) 175 60 78 1000 7004200GL

200 65 25 (Max. 60) 162 65 85 1100 7305250GL

200 80 30 (Max. 50) 175 80 82 1400 7004301GL

250 50 20 (Max. 60) 225 60 83 1350 7005200GL
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Polyurethane Guide-rollers with ballbearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Guide rollers with a double shielded precision-ball bearing
directly containing injection-moulded brown polyurethane tread,
hardness 59° Shore D (comparable with 99° Shore A).
- This elastomer is very high wear- and abrasion resistant.
- Temperature range: -40° C to +85° C, temporarily up to +120°
C.

Characteristics
- low-noise rolling performance
- excellent resilience and adequate resistant to many aggressive
substances and numerous greases and oils.
- non-marking
- maintenance free
- high load capacity
- on request rollers with a higher load capacity up to 35% are
available. These rollers do have a harder tread.

Applications
For purposes in conveyor- transport- and sorting systems,
elevators and goods-treatment, where long-time, failure-free
operating is required.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

25 10 6 20 626 -ZZ 5001061

30 11 8 30 608 -ZZ 5002081

30 11 9 22 609 -ZZ 5002091

32 16 8 44 608 -ZZ 5003081

35 11 8 40 608 -ZZ 5004081

40 14 10 70 6200 -ZZ 5005101

40 14 12 70 6001 -ZZ 5005121

40 20 10 90 6200 -ZZ 5006101

44 16 12 80 6001 -ZZ 5006121

50 12 15 70 6002 -ZZ 5007151

50 15 8 80 608 -ZZ 5008081

50 15 10 100 6200 -ZZ 5008101
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

POM (Polyacetal) Guide-rollers with ballbearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- POM (Polyacetal) guide rollers with a double shielded
precision-ball bearing.
- POM (Polyacetal) is a tough and engineering grade plastic that
is very high wear- and abrasion resistant.

- Temperature range: -40° C up to +80° C , temporarily
up to +120° C.

Characteristics
- excellent resilience and adequate resistant to many aggressive
substances and numerous greases and oils.
- non-marking
- maintenance free
- high load capacity

Applications
Used in conveyor- transport- and sorting systems, elevators and
goods-treatment, where long-time, failure-free operating is
required.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

25 13 6 20 626 ZZ 6 5202061

30 14 8 30 608 ZZ 7 5207081

30 14 9 22 609 ZZ 7 5207091

32 16 8 44 608 ZZ 7 5212081

35 14 8 40 608 ZZ 7 5213081

40 16 10 70 6200 ZZ 9 5214101

40 16 12 70 6001 ZZ 8 5214121

40 20 10 90 6200 ZZ 9 5216101

44 16 12 80 6001 ZZ 8 5221121

50 15 8 80 608 ZZ 7 5224081

50 15 10 100 6200 ZZ 9 5224101

50 18 12 100 6201 ZZ 10 5225121
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Vulkollan Guide-rollers with ballbearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Guide rollers with a heavy solid-steel machined wheel centre
and cast Vulkollan® tread, hardness 92° Shore A.
- Temperature range: -40° C to +85° C, temporarily up to +120°
C.

Characteristics
The bonding on the wheel centre is perfect, indissoluble and is
realised by chemical reaction. The tread is characterised by high
resilience and grip, high load capacity and fine rebound
resilience (very low permanent deformation over long
endurance times) and is extremely high wear- and abrasion
resistant, has low-noise rolling performance, excellent rebound
resilience and is fine resistant to many aggressive substances
and numerous greases and oils and non-marking. In the wheel
centre a double shielded ball bearing is assembled, secured by
a Seeger ring. The bearings are life-time lubricated.
The very robust guide-rollers are excellent shock- and axial-load
resistant and maintenance free. Besides from standard ZZ ball
bearings, these guide-rollers can also be supplied with 2RS
shielded ball bearings. The indicated load capacities refer to a
circumferential speed of 1 m/sec without obstacles.

Applications
For purposes in conveyor- transport- and sorting systems,
elevators and goods-treatment, where very long-time, failure-
free operating is required.
®=registered trade mark Bayer

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

100 30 25 225 6205 -ZZ 5111301

40 15 10 60 6000 -ZZ 5101101

50 15 10 85 6000 -ZZ 5102101

50 15 10 85 6200 -ZZ 5102105

50 15 12 85 6001 -ZZ 5102121

50 18 17 95 6003 -ZZ 5102171

50 20 12 100 6201 -ZZ 5103121

60 18 17 110 6003 -ZZ 5104171

60 20 20 120 6004 -ZZ 5104201

70 20 20 130 6004 -ZZ 5105201

70 25 20 150 6204 -ZZ 5105203

70 25 20 150 6304 -ZZ 5105205
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Drive wheels with elastic rubber

Series ER H7 bore with keyway

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Elastic heavy duty rubber tyre drive wheels series ER.
- Drive wheels with bore hole H7 tolerance and keyway in
accordance with DIN 6885 JS9.
- Wheel centre: steel hub.
- Temperature range: -20° C to +70° C.

Characteristics
The tread is highly wear resistant. Thanks to the very elastic
tread, the rolling characteristics are, even at maximum load,
excellent. Excellent shock absorption because of relative thick
tread. Fulfils, thanks to noiseless running, the highest ergonomic
demands. A maintenance free wheel with excellent
characteristics at light to medium loads.

Applications
For driving-applications where reasonably high requirements
are made to rolling comfort and low rolling resistance.

H7 = bore hole with H7 tolerance

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

100 50 150 33010/25H7/1

125 50 190 33014/20H7/1

140 50 210 33018/25H7/1
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Wheels

Series LA (Arbo) ball bearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Tread: indissoluble vulcanized elastic solid rubber tyre in
Arbo® quality, containing a high percentage of natural rubber,
hardness 68°± 5° Shore A.
- Wheel centre: black core of high-quality polyamide 6.
- Bearing: double shielded ball bearings lubricated with durable
grease.
- Temperature range: -20°C to +70°C.
- The tread is non-marking.

Characteristics Arbo-wheel®
The tread is non-marking and highly wear resistant. Thanks to
the very elastic tread, the rolling characteristics are, even at
maximum load, excellent. Excellent shock absorption because of
relative thick tread. Fulfils, thanks to noiseless running, the
highest ergonomic demands. A maintenance free hygienic
wheel with excellent rolling characteristics at light to medium
loads.

Applications
This Arbo-wheel® series is specially developed for use on
reasonable to worse floors, maintaining a low rolling resistance.
These wheels are often used for roll containers which are often
and long-term loaded. Here are very high requirements made to
rolling comfort at intensive use.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

100 38 15 72 35 16 52 40 47 150 30101501

125 40 15 100 35 16 52 40 48 180 30201501

150 40 15 125 35 21 52 50 50 240 30301501

200 50 20 175 47 26 62 60 63 400 30502001

200 50 12 140 47 17 62 60 63 400 30040/ASP

250 50 20 200 47 26 62 60 71 480 30702001
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Swivel castors M22 with plate fitting

Series LA (Arbo) ball bearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Castor specifications
Pressed steel-sheet castors, white electro-zinc plated, series
M22, with dynamic forged connection.
To order swivel castors with brake add FR to part number.

Wheel specifications
- Tread: indissoluble vulcanized elastic solid rubber tyre in
Arbo® quality, containing a high percentage of natural rubber,
hardness 68°± 5° Shore A.
- Wheel centre: black core of high-quality polyamide 6.
- Temperature range: -20°C to +70°C.
- The tread is non-marking.

Characteristics
Thanks to the very elastic tread in combination with medium
duty M22 castors this combination fulfils high ergonomic
demands. A hygienic maintenance free wheel with excellent
rolling characteristics at light to medium loads.

Applications
For applications on smooth and not so smooth floors without
peak-loads, where high requirements are made to comfort at
regular use, the ultimate wheel-castor combination with rubber
tread.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

100 38 15 150 33541015

125 40 15 180 33542015

125 40 15 180 33542016

150 40 15 200 33543015

150 40 15 200 33543016

200 50 20 300 33545020

200 50 20 300 32040
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

Fixed castors M22 with plate fitting

Series LA (Arbo) ball bearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Castor specifications
Pressed steel-sheet castors, white electro-zinc plated, series
M22, with dynamic forged connection.

Wheel specifications
- Tread: indissoluble vulcanized elastic solid rubber tyre in
Arbo® quality, containing a high percentage of natural rubber,
hardness 68°± 5° Shore A.
- Wheel centre: black core of high-quality polyamide 6.
- Temperature range: -20°C to +70°C.
- The tread is non-marking.

Characteristics
Thanks to the very elastic tread in combination with medium
duty M22 castors this combination fulfils high ergonomic
demands. A hygienic maintenance free wheel with excellent
rolling characteristics at light to medium loads.

Applications
For applications on smooth and not so smooth floors without
peak-loads, where high requirements are made to comfort at
regular use, the ultimate wheel-castor combination with rubber
tread.

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

100 38 15 150 43541015

125 40 15 180 43542015

125 40 15 180 43542016

150 40 15 200 43543015

150 40 15 200 43543016

200 50 20 300 43545020

200 50 20 300 32240
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Steel core with cast polyurethane

Series R ball bearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Tread: cast polyurethane (95° ± 3° Shore A)
- Wheel centre: steel hub
- Temperature range: -30°C to +80°C.

Characteristics
This extensive series covers a wide range of rollers with a
machined steel hub and firmly bonded cast polyurethane tread,
hardness 95°±3° Shore A. The bonding onto the hub is realised
by chemical reaction and is indissoluble. The thicker tread is
characterised by high resilience, very high load capacity and
high rebound resilience (only insignificant permanent
deformation over long endurance times). The roller is very
resistant to sideways- and peak loads. The double shielded ball
bearings are lubricated with durable grease.
The rollers are very wear resistant, highly cut- and tear
resistant, non-marking, vibration absorbing, have low rolling
resistance and low-noise performance. Moreover they are
highly shock resistant. A very strong, maintenance free roller
with very good rolling characteristics at heavy loads.
Suitable for intensive use on less smooth and not so smooth
floors where yet higher requirements are made to rolling
comfort and low rolling resistance. Also when certain chemical
substances, greases or oils play a part.

Other dimensions, stainless steel ball bearings, spray water-
tight protections, without ball bearing (with bearing seats)
and/or Vulkollan® treads are available also.

D x E = Diameter x Width
s x t = Bearing seat
V = Outer faces bearings distance

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

500 6202 70 1529

650 6204 96 1503

470 6204 61,6 1506

570 6204 75 1741

600 6203 72 1528

720 6204 95 1513

750 6204 74 1514
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Art.Nr.

Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

400 6204 40 1762

460 6204 50 1515

500 6005 54 1519

500 6204 54 1520

550 6204 60 1523
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Polyamide 6 with injected polyurethane tread

Series R ball bearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Tread: injected polyurethane (58° ± 3° Shore D)
- Wheel centre: black high-quality thermoplastic core.
(polyamide 6)
- Temperature range: -30°C to +80°C.

Characteristics
The rollers with an injection-moulded nylon PA6 wheel centre in
natural white with mechanically locked injection-moulded brown
polyurethane tread, hardness 58°±3° Shore D (comparable with
99° Shore A). The rollers are highly resistant to many aggressive
substances. The tread is restricted resistant to water vapour
and hot water. The material aims at attaining a balance with the
ambient environment, so at extreme wet conditions one has to
deal with small variations in dimension thanks to humidity
absorption. The double shielded ball bearings are lubricated
with durable grease.
The rollers are shock- and wear resistant, non-marking,
vibration absorbing and have low rolling resistance. Under
normal operating conditions they are maintenance free. A
hygienic roller with fine rolling characteristics with high load
capacity at heavy loads. At operating temperatures higher than
+ 40° C the indicated load capacities will decrease.
For standard transport applications on less smooth floors,
where some higher requirements are made to rolling comfort
and low rolling resistance.

Other sizes on request.
Also available without ball bearing (with bearing seats), spray
water-tight protection and/or stainless steel ball bearings.

D x E = Diameter x Width
s x t = Bearing seat
V = Outer faces bearings distance

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

82x70 47x14 500 20x47x14 6204 70 9947

82x70 47x16 500 20x47x14 6204 66 9948

82x70 47x18 500 20x47x14 6204 62 9949

82x100 47x16 850 20x47x14 6204 96 9955

85x90 47x14 750 20x47x14 6204 90 9965
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Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com
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Solid nylon (polyamide 6)

Series R ball bearing

Would you like to read more?

Visit the web page of this case by scanning
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Technical Specifications
- Tread: nylon polyamide 6
- Temperature range: -30°C to +80°C.

Characteristics
This series covers injection-moulded nylon PA6 rollers in natural
white. Advantage is the very low rolling resistance and high
resistance to many aggressive substances. The noise level as
well as the harder to overcome (little) obstacles could be a
disadvantage. The material aims at attaining a balance with the
ambient environment, so at extreme wet conditions one has to
deal with small variations in dimension thanks to humidity
absorption. The double shielded ball bearings are lubricated
with durable grease.
The rollers are shock- and wear resistant and under normal
operating conditions maintenance free. A hygienic roller with
high load capacity and fine rolling characteristics at heavy loads.
At operating temperatures higher than + 40° C the indicated
load capacities will decrease.
For standard transport applications on smooth clean floors,
where no high requirements are made to rolling comfort,
however low rolling resistance is desired, the most applied roller
without tread.

Other sizes on request.
Also available without ball bearing (with bearing seats), spray
water-tight protection and/or stainless steel ball bearings.

D x E = Diameter x Width
s x t = Bearing seat
V = Outer faces bearings distance

Selection of products

Art.Nr.

200 - 46 4395

120 - 34 4396

360 6202 66 4384

360 6004 68 4382

600 6204 64,2 4394

600 6204 56 4385

700 6005 70 4397

700 6303 66 4388
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Art.Nr.

Are you looking for a tailored wheel solution? Request a personal advice on www.dmwheelsystems.com

700 6204 66 4392

1000 6204 98 4383

1000 6005 100 4398

1000 6303 96 4386
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Related custom-made products
You can find some examples of custom-made products below. Are you looking for a bespoke wheel solution? Feel free to
contact us to discover the possibilities.



About us
At DM Wheel Systems we focus on wheel systems. We want to take care of our customers by taking over a part of their
supply chain. Let us take the risk with our specialty, so that you (our customers) can focus on their core activities and can
distinguish themselves more in their core business. This delivers good results and creates a win/win situation. In our
opinion, the European manufacturing industry has the greatest future if partnerships are built. A long-term vision is
crucial in this process.  We are looking forward accepting this challenge together with you under the motto "Together we
are strong".

F L E X I B L E ,
C U S T O M E R -

O R I E N T E D  A N D
I N N O V A T I V E



What does this ‘taking care’ mean? For example, supplying shafts for drive systems of the wheels, or making a total
construction, which also includes wheels. With our new advanced machine park, we can make the difference for you. We
look at the total cost of ownership! Challenge us and we will show you how much money you can save.

Just to be clear, let us give a short explanation of what we mean by "total cost of ownership".  The total cost of ownership
is the total costs for owning a product or using a service during the life cycle or cycle of use. Besides the purchase price
of the product, the total cost of ownership also includes all costs from the moment of purchase until the moment the
product is released. Calculating the total cost of ownership might be a way to determine the product costs before and
after the process and compare them to each other. This is not only a price comparison but gives a better idea of what
advantages can be achieved when working together. 

DYNAMIC
PARTNER
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Niels van Kempen
Sales & Marketing
 +31 411 76 06 01
 nk@dmwheelsystems.com

Don Hagmeijer
Accountmanager
 +31 75 653 19 20
 dh@dmwheelsystems.com

Jeroen Kroot
Sales Engineer
 +31 411 76 06 02
 jk@dmwheelsystems.com

Lex Kneppers
Sales Engineer
 +31 75 653 19 13
 lk@dmwheelsystems.com

Contact

Schouwrooij 16
5281 RE Boxtel
www.dmwheelsystems.com  

Sales & advice
 +31 75 615 88 36

 sales@dmwheelsystems.com  

General business
 +31 411 66 11 00

 info@dmwheelsystems.com


